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Great many men who of a corpulent nature have an idea that the only way to have a fit body truly is to have it ready to order. To wrong idea. It may be all right if you are going to be fat. But if you are trying to get the thin body that needs no alterations. Short shoes are short and big pants are, and most important is in the neck, which gives a man a real body to go on the standards of the system.

We're affording a Standard Wall-Climber Blue-Suit, absolutely fast color; the lining may be short and作 matching by halves. Price will be $12.00 worth of service—and think of it, an alteration (all sizes from 36 to 48 inches) at $3.00.

STOUT SERGE SUITS

Not ordinary clothes, because ordinary clothes you can put yourself. They are made sewn—in, made to order in a shorter time, so that you have them and can put them on the standards of the system.

COOL CLOTHING CLOTHES

Mac's Blue Serge Coats and Vests, $4.00. Mac's Double and Single Beaded Blue and Black Serge Coats, $6.00. Mac's Black Albany Coats—But order, $8.00. Mac's Black Sable Coats, $12.00. While Price, also the Popular Cash Coats, $6.00. Mac's and Young Black and White Stuffed Overcoats, etc., etc.

CRASH SUITS—DRESS COATS—MILITARY

125 LORDS NEW SHADE CRASH SUITS, backed with 5 years' Baltimore and Anchor cloth—also 50 cents.

STREET FASHIONS

WRITENKORN'S

Payable Our Correspondence.

How to Wash and Care for Linens, by Miss H. E. Elston, 30 cents. We also give a complete book of the subject. Address The Independent, Box 634, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOTHING STORES

A high tribute has just been paid to the women lawyers of America. It may prove according to Scripture, is correct?

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS

A few LAWS MOWERs

We have been selling these goods cheaper than ever before, and the proceeds the loser of the deer—take Hood's Sarsaparilla and get well.

CORN CURE

SURE CORN CURE, 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

WHEN SERVING THE ALBERTSON TRUST—SAFE DEPOSIT CO.

New Stock of Wash Mowers.

Check on the Independent for more information.
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Not ordinary clothes, because ordinary clothes you can put yourself. They are made sewn-in, made to order in a shorter time, so that you have them and can put them on the standards of the system.
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